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Summary

In “Staged City” students compose a three dimensional image — a diorama — starting from the history of 
Ribeira, one of the oldest places of their city, Porto. They know the history represented in the 1930’s film by 
Manoel de Oliveira Douro Faina Fluvial, the photographs taken by Teófilo Rego in the 50’s, and reconstituted 
in the museum Casa do Infante. 
Each group of students of the 3rd grade compose a diorama with drawings and photographs taken by them-
selves in a visit to Ribeira. The object also include a recorded sound in the boxes to introduce the viewer to a 
more or less imagined story. Students of the 2nd year select photographs among the archive of Teófilo Rego 
and make a collage of images and text that tells a reinvented story, from what they saw, heard and learned 
about Ribeira. 
Finally, every group presents they work to the others: dioramas are projected in large scale and in real time 
on a screen and, in front of it students transform themselves into narrators and actors in a theatrical play.
The project was developed by Joana Mateus with Inês Azevedo.

Session 1

3th grade

First session of this project in Escola da Ponte, in Oporto, with the 3rd grade, started with a trip to “Ribeira”. 
This place in the riverside of the City is an important historical site. It was raining, so we could only visit 
“Casa do Infante”, the house where the portuguese navigator from the 14th century Infante D. Henrique was 
born.
The bus trip between the school and the Casa do Infante has gained much importance as experience — it was 
an adventure. One of the students especially liked buses and knew all the lines. 
We were guided by the historian Luisa Rodrigues. Students took notes, made sketches and photographed the 
objects and space with analog cameras with the purpose of collecting images for everyone in the class to use. 
The photographs and records fostered an approach to objects and museum places, and sometimes it looked 
like students saw them as targets to capture and dominate. 



It was Infante’s birthday so in the final of the visit there was cake! These are some of the drawings made at 
Casa do Infante:



2nd grade
 
First session of this project with two classes from the 2nd grade, started by watching “Douro Faina Fluvial”, 
a semi-documentary film from 1931 by Manoel de Oliveira about “Ribeira”. Students took notes and made 
sketches while watching the movie. After that, each one told everybody something special from the film.
This exercise served to reinforce the memory, the recall of certain images, pictures and movie scenes. It also 
served to understand the context of the film, the characters and stories it presents in a more or less documen-
tal way. It helped setting the space of representation and constructing the object through discourse - identify-
ing the activities of daily life, work and customs of a historical era. The result is poetic and inspiring.
Next, students saw several reproductins of photographs made by Teófilo Rego that photographed “Ribeira” 
since the 50s. They started to select and cut elements they liked from that images.

Class A
The class A was restless. However, students were interested and welcomed the proposals. The film was seen 
with attention and enthusiasm. Many students wrote and drew (I missed photographing these records). 
Questions arose about what they were seeing in the film. All students reported a different aspect of the film 
that caught their attention. 

—What do you recall from the film? What sparked more attention? What scene, character or object? You can 
not repeat…
“A strange thing , did not realize what it was - they were stone sculptures! A drying. A lighthouse. Dressed 
shirt. White and blue sky with clouds. Giant wooden stoppers. Sailing boats. Shoes were all equal. Man kiss-
ing cow - and otherwise! Children hold the baby and the bottle. The light of the lighthouse - how it was day-
light? The bridge. The accident when the animals run over a man. Electric bus. Food, fish. A pipe. A pickup. 
Toothless men. Train. Seagulls”.

We distributed photocopies of photographs randomly to the students select elements and cut. Some of those 
images were poor quality and were not very attractive. We agreed with the teacher that in the next session 
would be good to draw more attention to the professional activities, some of them already disappeared, and 
daily life represented in the images.



Class B
The class B was attentive and saw the film in silence. Students had questions on the scenes that did not real-
ize. What they recalled:

“Lighthouse. Bulls. Seagulls. Man looking at the sea. Stone fountain. Woman took the basket in their head. 
The sea. Accordion. Houses with high balconies. Boat with smoke. Train. Beret. Bridge D. Luís I. Source of 
electricity. Fish. Man playing an instrument. Woman threw the fish. A man wet his face. Boat with a chimney. 
Wall. Ox licking a man. clouds. Police chief. Men climb stairs with bags. Ox trampling man”.

They worked hard and cut out a lot of elements of Teófilo Rego’s images photographs.

Session 2

3rd grade

A few days later, students had the opportunity to visit, on the initiative of their teacher, one of the most at-
tractive and interesting objects they saw at Casa do Infante - a real ship, anchored in the city Vila do Conde! 
The following sessions took place in the classroom and in groups, always starting with a conversation to re-
member and systematize the experiences and prior learning.
With prints of the photographs took in “Casa do Infante”, students started work in group to select and cut ele-
ments to compose their own diorama of “Ribeira”.
These are some of their photographs:







2nd grade

Construction of the boxes and cutting of elements for the diorama.

Class A
This class is usually already organized in groups that remained for the project. The teacher thought it was best 
to keep the books on the table, so the workspace opened but was never completely free . Students had diffi-
culty in being silent, which complicated the communication.
The design plan for the diorama was made using the outline of a rectangle, a ruler and measurements; it was 
a difficult task, which resulted very inaccurate but that all groups completed. The cutting of the box was also 
very irregular but the students did it in almost complete autonomy. The session was difficult, noisy. In the 
end, students wrote descriptive captions of the activities depicted in the photographs they worked with.

Class B
Session similar to the class A, with some differences: they had to organize working groups; in this class the 
teacher was more interventionist, also assisting in the drawing and construction of the boxes.



Extra Session - 3rd grade 

In the second session, in the classroom, we all agreed that lacked images of the place of Ribeira. So, we 
returned to Ribeira to make more photographs and discover some historical objects we heard about in the 
previous visit. This time we invited parents to come with us on a sunny sunday morning. Kids took a lot of 
pictures of the place that could be used to represent the local context of “Ribeira” in the dioramas.



Session 3

3rd grade

Students continued to work in group to select and cut elements to compose their diorama. We started to 
build the boxes, with ruler and square.

2nd grade

Conclusion of the boxes for the dioramas. Selection of an image to the background. More element were cut 
and composed in a tridimensional image.
Groups started to imagine histories from the image they constructed, together. They wrote several texts.



Class B
We made the status of the project and recalled our references - the photos and film. The class was listening 
carefully about the next steps of the work process as we draw them on the board. The study group was elaps-
ing with various conflicts in all groups. Students chose background images for the boxes and collected more 
elements.
The dioramas were completed and the students began to imagine stories from the images. One group remem-
bered the man’s accident reference from the film Douro Faina Fluvial. As it was being difficult for students 
to write the story in a group, we agreed that each student could write a story. The teacher suggested to work 
after the connection between the stories of each group.

Class A
Since the beginning , the teacher anticipated some problems of organization of the groups which greatly 
influenced the course of the work during this session, which was much more quiet. We made the status of the 
work and presented the following steps. Students were stopping occasionally to ask questions about practi-
cal issues, which we responded with drawings on the board, so that all could consult them autonomously 
throughout the work. The session went well and disagreements that happened in the groups were solved by 
the students themselves.

One student chose to make a diorama alone but joined after his colleagues to write the story. 
The teacher was watching , helping , suggesting . The dioramas were ready , with great pride , for all groups. 
In group, students started writing stories from the context created in their diorama. Session more relaxed 
and affectionate. Teacher drew attention to the needs and implications of attitudes, the way of talking and the 
noise involved in group work.



Session 4

3rd grade

After holidays, we recapitulate the work done so far. We described the process steps and designed schemes to 
assist the folding, cutting and gluing the boxes.
With new prints of the photographs took in “Casa do Infante”, students used them to be the background of 
the diorama. 



Surpassing our suggestions, students improvised backgrounds in mosaic , filled internal walls of the diorama 
with images as if it was a small house, created secret elements that come from behind and cross the bounda-
ries of the diorama box.
The work in this session hardly generated conflicts.
Students selected and cut new elements and placed them in the box,  almost completing the work. All groups 
presented their dioramas and started do build a discourse and a story from the images they created.



2nd grade

In this session groups worked through their histories and selected a sentence to be the subtitle of their dio-
rama. Like typographers, they compose the sentence letter by letter.





All the groups presented their dioramas to the rest of the class, reading the histories inspired by te pictures 
and the movie they saw in the first session.



Session 5

3rd grade

In this session, we recorded a sound with each group of students, based on the texts they wrote from their 
dioramas. Some of the texts were theatrical. sound chips were glued on the boxes. Individually, we hear them 
in the classroom but unfortunately the sound was very low and barely noticeable for being muffled by card-
board.



Last Session

The last session took the form of a spectacle where each participating class in the project presented their dio-
ramas to other classes. A kind of auditorium was set up in the school canteen. 

One of the classes had a book with the stories they wrote, prepared by their teacher in the style of dioramas, 
for easy reading.



 
Dioramas were projected in real time on a screen, serving as a backdrop to the stories told by students, trans-
formed into narrators and actors in a staged city.





Children’s Evaluation

After the end of the project, we asked students to answer seven questions individually and in the classroom 
with the teacher.

To the question “Who participated in the realization of your diorama ?” all the students answered the ele-
ments of the working group; one student said “the artists”.

To the question “What it was harder to do during the project ?” students of 2nd year said:

- to cut or glue small paper letters ( 10 students )
- to make or glue elements in the diorama ( 8 students )
- glue ( 7 students )
- the story ( 5 students )
- to decide images and characters ( 4 students )
- any difficulty ( 3 students )
- the box, the diorama , cut, assembly ( 2 students / each)
- Card landscape, scenery and present the work ( 1 student / each).

Students of the 3rd year answered:
- to write the text, the diorama and to decide the site of things ( 2 students / each) 
- folding box, theater (presentation), glue pictures, record sound on the chip, the background and the pic-
tures, find all the material, read text in 10 seconds, to be understood with colleague, and no trouble ( a stu-
dent / each).

To the question “What was easier to do during the project ?” students of 2nd year said,
- to cut figures ( 10 students )
- glue ( 9 students )
- the box ( 6 students )
- to show history of the project ( present ), write words to the box ( 4 students / each)
- to make the story, to cut, the image for background ( 3 students / each)
- diorama, letters, everything, ( 2 students / each)
- watch the film, place the figures, nothing ( 1 student / each).

Students of the 3rd year answered:
- to cut and paste pictures, draw pictures , present , assemble the diorama ( 2 students / each)
- record sound , glue, the fun , everything , everything but the diorama , storytelling , working in groups.



To the question “ What was most fun to do during the project?” students of 2nd year said:
- to write the story ( 9 students / each)
- to show the work( 8 students )
- glue , cut figures ( 7 students / each)
- watch film ( 6 students )
- everything(5 students)
- sentence to the box ( 2 students )
- participate in the work , helping fellow, play after finishing, choose images, nothing, the diorama ( 1 student 
/ each).

Students of the 3rd year responded:
- to build diorama, to present work
- everything, the theater, record sound ( 2 students / each)
- make the boat get out of the box, shooting at Casa do Infante , working with colleague, glue ( 1 student / 
each).

To the question “What did you learned to do?” students of 2nd year said:
- to make dioramas (23 students)
- plans assembly (6 students)
- the box, many things (4 students)
- a project (3 students)
- concentrate and calm down, group work, nothing, glue (2 students / each)
- relationship between scales, Ribeira history, to cut better (1 student / each).

Students of the 3rd year responded:
- build diorama (11 students)
- a lot of things (2 students)
- drawing, recording voice in the chip, Casa do Infante (1 student / each).

To the question “Was there anything else to make that was important but that was not done?” students of 2nd 
year said:
- no (41 students)
- yes but does not say what (3 students)
- the image, drawing, must have color, talk to colleagues about the diorama project, do not know, paint (1 
student / each).

Students of the 3rd year responded:
- no (13 students)
- the theater because colleague missed (2 students)
- a diorama for each one (1 student).

To the question “Did you like to participate in this project?” students of the 2nd year all answered yes, except 
one student from each class of the 2nd year that said he did not like. Students of the 3rd year they all an-
swered yes.



Some conclusions

The word and the text turned out to be very important in the work , especially in the 2nd year , throughout 
all phases of the project. Taking advantage of the communicative and imaginative power of images, teachers 
took the opportunity to encourage the writing and reading.
The relationship with the teachers was being made throughout the process in the classroom , flowing in ac-
cordance with the requirements of the work. It should be noted that the absence of the classroom teacher, 
even if temporary, disrupted students.
The exercise of remembering what has been done previously and what the next steps, using sketches, draw-
ings and key words, helps the organization capacity and autonomy of group work among students.

Maio 2016, Joana Mateus


